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Abstract

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA)

Salt is an essential mineral for human health. It is one of the most common seasonings throughout
the world, as it is used in many cultures. Salt is available on the market in numerous types: many of
them have different colors and tastes, and are valuable food specialties for fine cuisine with different
nutraceutical properties. From a chemical point of view, refined sea salt and peculiar mine salts
present characteristic elemental compositions which influence the flavor and the commercial value.
In this study, Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) was applied on rock and sea salt samples of different
origin and kind for the determination of major and trace elements. This technique allows to
determine more than 30 elemental concentrations, guaranteeing results traceable to the SI. The
elemental concentration were obtained to characterize the salts and point out possible nutrient or
hazardous elements, as well as to figure out the elemental fingerprint of different mine salts for their
authentication. Data were analysed by multivariate statistics, including in the chemometric
modelling, with the aim of discriminate the samples by geographical origin and salt kind.

Samples selection

5 Rokc Salts from Hymalaya:

Triga Mark II Nuclear Reactor

Samples preparation and analytical Method

4 Sea Salts from around the World:

SAMPLE NAME

KIND AND PROVENIENCE

PRODUCER

SAMPLE TYPE

MASS (g) aliquote 1

MASS (g) aliquote 2

FLF

Pink Himalaya (Pakistan)

Fior di Loto

Fine salt

0,10398

0,10498

FLR

Pink Himalaya (Pakistan)

Fior di Loto

Rock salt

0,09056

0,09361

CDS

Pink Himalaya (Pakistan)

Casa del Sale

Coarse salt

0,08811

0,08571

RAV

Pink Himalaya (Pakistan)

Raab Vitalfood

Coarse salt

0,09302

0,09217

AIL

Pink Himalaya (Pakistan)

Ananda-Inner Life

Fine salt

0,10467

0,11977

BLA

Sea Black Hawaii

Damune

Coarse salt

0,03531

0,03686

RED

Sea Red Hawaii

Damune

Coarse salt

0,05182

0,04096

MAD

Sea salt, Delta dell' Ebro (Spain)

Damune

Coarse salt

0,00214

0,00211

MAT

Sea salt, Trapani (Italy)

Saline di Trapani

Coarse salt

0,00306

0,00288

Samples were analysed by using the neutron flux produced by The Triga Mark II nuclear reactor at the University of Pavia.
Two aliquots of each sample weighing about 100 mg were subjected to extraction by solubilization and solid residue filtration in order to
decrease matrix interferences. The residue was irradiated for 6 hours under the neutron flux.
Multi-standard dried solutions, blanks and CRMs (Certified Reference Materials) were submitted to the same procedure steps. The
spectrometry of the emitted gamma ray was accomplished during about 50 days. 35 elemental concentrations have been determined in
every sample (the mass results were expressed as μg/g of insoluble residue:
Sm
Mo
Lu
U
Yb
Au
La
As
W
Br
Ga
Na
K
Tm
Ce
Se
Th
Cr
Hf
Nd
Os
Zr
Cs
Ni
Tb
Sc
Rb
Fe
Zn
Co
Ta
Eu
Sb
Ba
Mn
The concentration data were subsequently analysed by means of chemometrics with the aim to compare the samples with a multivariate
approach. Data uncertainties were included in the model using DATA EXPLOSION METHOD, based on Montecarlo simulation.

Results

PCA scores plot, considering the uncertainty
of each measurement

PCA scores plot, using the best estimates only
Himalayan pink salts
Black Hawaiian sea salt
Red Hawaiian sea salt
White sea salts

DATA EXPLOSION:

Perform Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation to extract 104 data
from the probability density
function of data (appropriate
distribution based on type A and
B uncertainty, Gaussian or
rectangular in this case)

NAA is based on the conversion of stable atomic nuclei in radioactive nuclei by irradiation with neutrons. The obtained
radionuclides emits gamma radiation and the spectrometry of this radiation allow the elemental qualitative and quantitative
analysis. The method is carried out by using high purity germanium detectors coupled with multi-channel analysers.
NAA presents some important properties as:
• high sensitivity, accuracy and precision,
• possibility of multielemental analyses for pattern recognition,
• can be used for analysis of micro-samples (few milligrams),
• treatment of the samples such as dissolution are not required avoiding
contamination or losses.
For all these reasons, NAA is a very useful multi-element analysis with
minimum detection limits in the sub-ppm range providing an elemental
fingerprint of the samples, which can be used for the specific recognition of
an unknown sample.

Himalayan pink salts
Black Hawaiian sea salt
Red Hawaiian sea salt
White sea salts

Each sample is represented by a
cloud of 104 points extracted
randomly from the probability
density function of its best
estimate.

RELIABLE AND INFORMATIVE RESULTS CAN BE OBTAINED IF THE UNCERTAINTY OF MEASUREMENTS
IS INCLUDED IN THE MODEL, EVEN THOUGH A HIGH NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN NOT AVAILABLE.

Comments and conclusions
Analytical data are traceable to SI by using CRMs and methods under INRIM quality system. Furthermore data quality are guaranteed by the participation in
international comparisons, certification of CRMs related to food, human health, nutrition and environment. This metrological activities have been allowed by
INRIM to issue CMCs (Calibration and Measurement Capabilities) for food analytes, internationally recognized by MRA (Mutual Recognition Arrangement).

• Only Rock salts from Pakistan (Himalayan pink salts) present detectable traces Au, Mo and Ga traces.
• A variable reduction using PCA is possible to easily visualize differences in the elemental fingerprint of different salt samples, 3 PCs are
sufficient to explain the most variability of the system (93.49 % CEV);

PC1,2,3 loadings

• Data explosion method was used to include data uncertainties in chemometric models: even though few samples were analyzed the
model results are valid and reliable since uncertainty of measurements was considered during the elaboration of the PCA model.
• The replicates are close in the PCs’ space, providing repeatability of the analytical procedure for element quantification; most importantly,
after MC simulation, the clouds of points representing the probablity density distribution of the scores of replicates overlap, attesting that
they are not statistically different if we consider their measurement uncertainty.
• Rock salts present peculiar features, different from all the Marine salts. Himalayan pink salt scores are all grouped in the low left quadrant
of the PC1,2,3 space; the difference between rock and sea salts is well described on PC1 (red separation plane in the 3D scores plot). In
general sea salts present a higher concentration of all detected metals in the insoluble residue analysed (higher scores on PC1)
• Pink Himalayan salts and black Hawaiian salt present common features on PC1 and PC2 (lower amount of all detected elements compared
with the other sea salts), but they are differentiated by PC3, which is dominated by high concentration values of Br; Hawaiian red salt
present very high scores on PC2 respect to all other samples (higher concentration of Cr, Ni, Co, Fe, Sc, Eu).
• By considering the uncertainty of measurements in the model we can confirm that the separation of the data in the PCA scores plot is
significant. Therefore, reliable considerations about the elemental composition of different salts can be done, even though the sample
number is limited.
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